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That’s a wrap for now.

The Prez’s Corner – Don Bartick

For those of you who are members of the National
Free Flight Society and those of you who should
be members, our own Arline Bartick, free flight
photographer extraordinaire, made the front and
rear covers of the May/June NFFS Digest. Quite
and honor for her. She was thrilled.
I finally got a little flying in at the August Indoor
meet. Its been a bit of a dry spell since the club
went dark for July/August outdoor contests and
the Grossmont gym not available for July. Felt
good winding rubber. On top of that, I put in some
decent Penny Plane flights. Not good enough to
win, but the best so far for me. Look for some
pictures of the event somewhere in this ET. The
Scale Staffel and Orbiteers participate together to
give the indoor flyer plenty of action. Just think
about it, you don’t have to chase a model, nor
worry about the weather. This makes indoor flying
very appealing. Those of you that haven’t tried
indoor, take the opportunity and come to the
monthly indoor contest held the first Sunday of the
month starting around 7:30 am and ending at
noon. It’s easy to get the bug.
Dog days of summer are about over and the fall
outdoor contests held at Lost Hills are around the
corner. Look for some flyers somewhere in this
ET of coming events. One specific is the US Free
Flight Championships held 23-25 September. It is
the largest on the West coast for all venues of
Free Flight. Awards are cash. Try it, you may
really like it.
The Summer Olympics are almost over. I would
doubt in the near future there will be an event for
Drones. I’ve noticed that they have Drone races
and obstacle courses. My my, what a waste of
time when they could be building and flying free
flight.

Remember: “You can tell more about a
person by what he says about others, then by
what others say about him.”
-Leo Aiken
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CD: William Scott
PENNY PLANE:
(Best two of five flights)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Mike Jester
John Hutchison
Don Bartick
Greg Hutchison
Richard Wood

289
287
276
270
DNF

311
312
393
293

–
–

600
599
569
563
No-Cal in flight

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY ARLINE BARTICK
NO-CAL:
1)
2)
3)
4)

John Hutchison
Mike Jester
Richard Wood
Nick Panousis

Waterman Gosling
Pilatus Porter
Zero
Curtiss P-40

Penny Plane pushing the ceiling

Mike Jester No-Cal preparation

74
81
72
18

74
81
70
18

80
53
63
19

- 228
- 215
- 205
- 55

Penny Plane getting ready

Greg Hutchison hand winding PP

The P-30 Free Flight Outdoor Event
By Mike Jester

This article summarizes the basics of the P-30 event in the hopes of enticing those who have
not tried this event to get on board. It was originally created and developed by the San Diego
Orbiteers club in the 1970’s as an entry level event suitable for small flying fields. The P-30 event
is now popular all over the world. The rules are simple. When assembled the P-30 airframe is
limited to a maximum dimension of 30 inches in any orientation. The prop must be a commercially
available plastic freewheeling propeller with a diameter between 9.05 and 9.84 inches. The
maximum weight of the lubricated rubber motor is 10 grams and the minimum weight of the model,
without the rubber motor, is 40 grams. In a P-30 contest the flier’s score is the total of three official
flights, each with a two minute maximum. There is a fly-off to break a tie score in which 30 seconds
are added to the maximum in each round until a winner is declared.
Over several decades many different P-30 models have been designed that have flown
successfully. Quite a few P-30 plans have been published and are still readily available. Lots of P30 models have been kitted. See p30page.weebly.com for pictures and descriptions of many
popular P-30 models. They basically fall into two separate categories: 1) those with built-up stick
and tissue fuselages; and 2) those with rolled tube fuselages. One of the earliest P-30 models is
the HOT BOX designed by the late San Diego Orbiteer, John Oldenkamp, who was a very
accomplished modeler and flier. It is still being flown by club members to this day, and is very
competitive. An example of this model is the beautiful HOT BOX P-30 built by Mark Chomyn that is
pictured below.

HOT BOX P-30 Built by Mark Chomyn

My first P-30 was a Square Eagle (pictured hereafter). This model was wisely recommended
to me by John Hutchison. I built it from the kit sold at the time by Blue Ridge Models. In my never
ending quest to reduce weight, I cut big round holes in the balsa sheet fuselage sides. This was
not necessary, and provoked lots of teasing at my first P-30 contest at the club’s old Otay Mesa
flying field. I got lucky with thermals and won that contest, proving that any model, and any flier,
can win a P-30 contest. I used a 9 ½ inch GizmoGeezer prop assembly because it allows for easy
thrust line adjustments and it free wheels in a very reliable fashion at the conclusion of the rubber
motor run.

Square Eagle P-30 Built by Mike Jester
Probably the simplest P-30 to construct is the One Nite 28 sold in kit form for many years by
Peck-Polymers. The recent reincarnation of that company is not yet selling the One Nite 28 kit but
I suspect it will in the near future. Leave off the single wheel landing gear and the tip plates on the
stab as P-30 is not a rise-off-the-ground (ROG) event. Don’t be tempted to increase the wingspan
from 28 inches. It flies great!

Peck-Polymers One Nite 28 P-30 Built by Dave Scigliano

More accomplished P-30 builders and fliers may wish to build an advanced design such as the
Boomer MK III, available in kit form from CB Model Designs. See www.cbmodeldesigns.com. This
model was designed by Clint Brooks who has achieved considerable success in very competitive
P-30 contests. The kit includes a GizmoGeezer prop assembly and a pre-fabricated balsa tube
fuselage with a wing pylon already installed. Hardware is also included for installing a dual DT
system with both a pop-up wing and pop-up stab. The under cambered wing of the MK III has
built-in washout. I have personally seen Clint fly this P-30 model at the SCAMPS field in Perris,
California and its performance is very impressive.

Boomer MK III P-30 Built by Clint Brooks
Another top performing P-30 model is the Pirate designed by a Russian, Andrey Burdov. At
one time it could be purchased ready-to-fly from Starlink Flitetech. See www.starlink-flitetech.com.
It has a very narrow tubular fuselage and an integral wing pylon, both formed of some type of very
thin fiberglass material. The Pirate P-30 has an under cambered wing with a carbon fiber spar. I
believe that Mike Pykelny is currently working on making the Pirate P-30 available again from
Starlink Flitetech. He also sells Stan Buddenbohm’s Air Shark MK II P-30 in kit form, which is a
very competitive design. Many know about Stan’s world records in glider events, but they may not
know that he is also an extremely accomplished rubber power builder and flier.

John Hutchison Launching his Pirate P-30 at Otay Mesa, California
Here are a few comments about building and flying a P-30 model. As in all rubber powered
free flight events, weight is your enemy in the P-30 event. It is difficult to build a P-30 near the 40
gram minimum weight specified in the rules. Most P-30 models come out somewhere between 40
and 50 grams. However, P-30 models that are a few grams over the minimum still seem to be very
competitive. Nearly every one flies their P-30 airplanes with a 6 x 1/8 inch rubber motor, which
ends up being around 19 inches in length. This rubber motor configuration gives a nice
combination of climb and cruise for the type of prop specified in the rules. Many P-30 fliers insist
that the Czech (Ikara) prop provides the best performance in this event. However, I have tried
every commercially available legal P-30 prop and have not noticed much of a difference in
performance, if any at all. It would be prudent to incorporate a de-thermalizer (DT) into your P-30
model as it will fly OOS if it catches a thermal. Tilt-up stab, pop-up wing, and pop-off wing DT
systems are all used in P-30 models. The optimum trim depends on the model but the most
competitive P-30 airplanes seem to climb in a relatively steep corkscrew pattern for 40+ seconds
before transitioning into the glide phase of the flight. As in most outdoor free flight events,
amongst fliers with well-trimmed models the winner of a P-30 contest is often the flier that “picks
the best air.”
Every three months P-30 is the featured event at our club’s outdoor contests in Perris,
California. It would be nice if we had some new P-30 fliers on October 16, 2016, which is our next
scheduled P-30 contest. Seasoned club members would be glad to assist you in trimming your
new P-30 model at that contest. See you there.

2016 COMBINED FLYING SCHEDULE

MORE AUGUST INDOOR PHOTOS
By Arline Bartick

Sept 11 - Coupe
Power & Glider
(Rain date Sept 18TH )
Sept 23 – 25 US FF Championships, Lost Hills*
Oct 16 - P-30
Power & Glider
(Rain date Oct 23RD )

Oct

SW FAI Champs, Boulder City, NV*

Nov 12/13 Scale Staffel FAC Scale Contest*
(3 of 3)
Nov 20 - Old Time Nostalgia Rubber
Power & Glider
(No rain date)

Richard Woods with No-Cal

Dec 11 - Coupe
Power & Glider
(Rain date Dec 18TH )
* Non-Club Points Event
Otay Field Weather (619) 661-8297

John Hutchison with No-Cal

2016 INDOOR FLYING SCHEDULE
Sept 4 - Catapult Glider, Embryo*
Oct 2 - A-6, Phantom Flash*
Nov 6 - Penny Plane, No-Cal* and
Canard One-Design* (Wrisley Zephyr)
Dec 4 - Catapult Glider, Embryo*
*Non-ORBITEER Points Event

SAN DIEGO ORBITEERS
Howard L. Haupt / Editor
3860 Ecochee Avenue
San Diego, California 92117-4266

WHAT’S HAPPENING -

September / October 2016

Sept. 4 - Indoor Flying, Grossmont College (Upper Gym), 7:30 am to 11:30 am.
Feature Event: Catapult Glider, Other Event: Embryo *
Sept. 11 - Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly,
SCAMPS Field, Perris CA, 8:00 am.
Feature Event: Coupe
Other Events: Power & Glider
Sept. 21 - Orbiteer Board Meeting, 6:00 pm.
John & Kathy Hutchison residence, 7945 Michelle Dr, La Mesa CA 91942
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Oct. 4

- Indoor Flying, Grossmont College (Upper Gym), 7:30 am to 11:30 am.
Feature Event: A-6, Other Event: Phantom Flash *

Oct. 16 - Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly,
SCAMPS Field, Perris CA, 8:00 am.
Feature Event: P-30
Other Events: Power & Glider

